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THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

BEGINNINGS 

ORGANIZATION 

INTERPRETATION 

THE VISITOR CENTER 



In March of 1871, President Ulysses S. Grant signed Into public 

law a bill designating the Yellowstone River area In northwest Mon

tana "as a public park or pleasuring ground for the benefit and en

joyment of the people." This was the world's first national park, 

and. In spite of its humble inception, from Yellowstone has grown a 

system of "public parks and pleasuring grounds" unequaled in the world 

which preserves for all time some of this planet's most magnificent 

natural wonders. The national parks, national monuments, and nation

al historical sites which comprise the present day National Park 

System of the United States represent some thirty million acres of 

real estate that will never be touched by the detrimental intrusions 

of man's modern world. 

The charge of managing each of these thirty million acres of 

our natural and cultural Inheritance has fallen to an agency within 

the Department of the Interior of the federal government. The Na

tional Park Service, since Its establishment In 1916, has served 

well both the causes of preservation and visitor use -- no small 

task. The role of the National Park Service in the future can only 

be seen as increasingly vital as the forces of expanding technology, 

swelling population, and growing demands for recreational activities 

intensify their pressures on the few remaining natural areas of this 

contInent. 



BEGINNINGS 

The establishment of the National Park Service coincided with 

the entry of the United States into World War I. The birth of the 

National Park System had taken place a half-century before the es

tablishment of Yellowstone, and since that time parks had been 

loosely managed and poorly funded. By 19l6, the park system had 

grown to seventeen national parks and twenty-two national monu

ments, and it was clear that a definite organization and budget 

would be required. If the parks were to maintain their status as 

"pleasuring grounds" and natural preserves. 

The genius of the bill establishing the Park Service was con

tained In the enduring statement of national park purpose. This 

statement, largely the work of landscape architect Frederlch Law 

Olmstead, Jr., has never been improved upon: 

To conserve the scenery and the natural 
and historic objects and the wildlife 
therein and to provide for the enjoy
ment of the same In such manner and by 
such means as will leave them unimpaired 
for the enjoyment of future generations. 

For the first twenty-five years following Its establishment, the 

Park Service enjoyed a phenominal, unbroken growth. Many of the 

services, policies, programs, and doctrines that are standard today 

were formulated during this period. 

Even the great Depression of the 1930's proved to be more of 

an aid than a hindrance to Park Service operations and programs. 

It was generally believed that part of the cause for the nation's 



plight was the ruinous waste of the nation's natural resources, and 

that massive relief efforts were necessary If the land were to re

cover from generations of abuse. So Franklin D. Roosevelt committed 

himself to a program of conservation and preservation using the 

Civilian Conservation Corps not only to employ jobless young men but 

to maintain and construct new facilities in most of the national 

parks. In the seven year period from 1933 to 1940 the Park Service 

received $220 million for projects funded from a variety of emer-

gency relief programs. 

This quarter-century of growth was brought to a grinding halt 

with the bombing of Pearl Harbor and the entry of the U.S. into 

World War II. Budgets were cut to a trickle, visitations slowed to 

a similar degree, and Park Service employees dropped to a record 

low. The aftermath of World War II and the Korean War saw no Im

provement in this situation. By the early 1950's, visitations were 

again on the increase, but Park Service budgets were still steadily 

declining and almost every park In the system was undergoing an 

appalling deterioration due to lack of personnel, lack of facilities, 

and overuse. 

In 1955 the then new Park Service Director, Conrad L. Wirth, 

proposed a bold, comprehensive plan to bring the seriously endan

gered Park System back to its feet. WIrth's plan was an extensive, 

long-term rehabilitation program to begin in 1956 aiming to bring 

every park up to standard by I966 — the year of the fiftieth an

niversary of the Park Service's establishment. 

Mission 66, as the program was called, rejuvenated the Park 



System and produced many of the facilities we see today in the 

national parks. At a cost of over $700 million, hundreds of ex

isting facilities were updated or replaced and hundreds more were 

constructed including over 2,000 new employee housing units, two 

regional training centers, and 130 new visitor centers. In addi

tion, substantial increases in staff provided for badly needed 

protection activities and permitted the resumption of many lagging 

4 
interpretation and visitor service programs. 

In the infancy of the Park Service its objectives were rela

tively clear-cut: how to provide adequate facilities and encour

age people to visit the parks thus ensuring the perpetuation of 

the concept of setting aside public lands for the use and the en

joyment of the people. Today the picture is reversed; the ob

jectives, no longer so clear-cut. In the words of William C. 

Everhart, the director of the Park Service's Harper's Ferry Center 

in West Vi rginia: 

The facilities were provided and the 
people did come (in 1971 more than 
l80 million), but now the question 
Is how, or perhaps whether, In the 
face of such an overwhelming tide of 
visitors, the national parks can 
survive . . . . 5 

Park Service Director George B. Hartzog, Jr. defined the problem 

In one sentence: " How can we make the national parks relevent 

in a world of rapid change? " 
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ORGANIZATION 

The primary unit of the National Park Service's organizational 

structure is the individual park staff. The essential functions of 

the staff are reflected in the assignment of responsibilities to 

these staff members. To the staff fall the tasks of protection of 

the park and Its visitors, administering a program of visitor ser

vices and Interpretation, maintenance and upkeep of facilities, and 

administrative support services. The minimum staff for any park is 

five permanent employees whose titles and duties are the following: 

1. A park superintendent responsible for overall 

management of the park. 

2. A ranger, who may be a naturalist, historian, 

or archeologist, to provide professional know

ledge of park protection and interpretation. 

3. A guide or other technician who provides in

formation and interpretation to visitors. 

4. An administrative officer to handle fiscal, 

personnel, property, and procurement matters. 

5. A maintenance man responsible for necessary 

cleaning and repair of campgrounds, trails, 

roads, and buildings. 

This basic park staff is increased every year during the travel sea

son by temporary, seasonal help, especially in the areas of inter

pretation, protection, and maintenance. In the larger parks the 

five basic staff members may be replaced by five divisions or five 



departments. Also, several small parks In proximity to each other 

may be clustered and operated by a single, large staff and a general 

superintendent. This arrangement allows not only reduced admini

strative overhead , but a sharing of expertise. 

The job of operating any national park is a large and diffi

cult one. The superintendent of a park or cluster of parks may 

have on his staff such diverse professional consultants as a na

turalist, historian, archeologist, architect, landscape architect, 

historical architect, engineers of the civil, mechanical, electri

cal, or sanitary variety, and museum curator. 

One rung above the park superintendent on the organization 

ladder is the regional office. There are six regions In the National 

Park system and each Is responsible for the coordination and super

vision of up to fifty parks and monuments. In addition to providing 

professional and technical assistance to the small park staffs with

out such capabilities, the regional office acts as a liaison be

tween the director in Washington and each of the Service's 284 field 

areas. Each regional director Is required to be thoroughly know

ledgeable about each of the parks under his supervision. 

On the national level the Office of the Director of the Na

tional Park System is housed in the Department of the Interior 

Building in Washington, D.C. The director and his staff ( Deputy 

Director of Legislation, Deputy Director of Operations, and De

puty Director of Professional Services) together are responsible 

for representing the Park Service to the three branches of the 

National Government. They determine the overall budget and fiscal 
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considerations, push for beneficial legislation in Congress, di

rect the creative, scientific, and preservation activities of the 

Service, and, in short, oversee the day-to-day operation of the 

agency. 

From its initial group of national parks and national monu

ments, the National Park System has grown Into a complex system 

of widely diverse and unique facilities. No longer are there just 

"national parks and national monuments," but today there are some 

twenty-one different titles for the widely varied facilities that 

are managed by the Park Service. In addition to parks and monu

ments there are National Historical Parks, National Military Parks, 

National Seashores, National Battlefields, National Memorials, 

National Parkways, National Recreation Areas and others so numer

ous as to be confusing to Park Service employees as well as to the 

general publIc. 

About one-third of the present thirty-six national parks were 

originally established as national monuments. Monuments are pre

served as federal lands even though they may contain commercial 

areas such as mining or forestry industries. As some of these 

commercial areas are illlmlnated, many National Monuments have be

come National Parks. 

The National Park Service Budget for fiscal year 1972 Is some 

$300 million. Of this total, $75 million is for management, pro

tection, and administrative work; $57 million for maintenance of 

roads, trails, and buildings: $46 million for construction of new 

roads, trails, and parkways; $40 million for construction of new 



buildings, utilities, and pollution abatement systems; $8 million 

for historic preservation; and $3 million from donations for spe

cified purposes. 
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NTERPRETATION 

When Congress created the National Park Service In 1916, it 

stipulated that, "The Service thus established shall promote and 

regulate the use of federal areas known as national parks, monu

ments, and reservations." For over half a century this directive 

to "manage" federal recreation areas has remained the primary 

function of the National Park Service, and it has been broadened 

and generalized to include the management of natural and his

torical resources as well as people. 

In 1962 the Secretary of the Interior appointed an Advisory 

Board on Wildlife Management to develop an overall policy for 

managing wildlife resources as well as other natural treasures. 

The Board, headed by Dr. Starker Leopold of the University of 

California, concluded that the national parks should reflect 

"the mood of wild America . . . [but should] not necessarily re

present primitive America." The Board further stated that the basic 

purpose of the Park Service was to preserve places untouched by 

civilization and to restore or recreate original conditions where 

changes due to civilization had occured. In the area of manage

ment of historical resources, the Service has long followed a 

standard policy: "it Is better to preserve than to repair, better 

to repair than to restore, and better to restore than to recon

struct." ~^ 

The management of people in the national parks has become an 

evident function of the Service only in recent years. Increasing 
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incidents of theft , vandalism, drunkeness, weapon violations, 

and drug abuse have made it necessary for the park ranger to 

assume the additional roles of policeman and sociologist as 

well as his traditional roles of naturalist, firefighter, and 

management specialist. 

In spite of the intended primary functions decreed by Con

gress in establishing the National Park Service, many employees 

within the Service itself feel that the most Important func

tion of their agency Is that of interpretation. It Is an activ

ity, originated soon after the Service was established, which 

the agency can take credit for pioneering and which has been 

so highly refined that It has been copied throughout the world. 

A Dr. Charles M. Goethe, travelling through Switzerland 

In 1918, observed groups of tourists being led on tours and na

ture walks by informed guides who were acquainting the people 

with the inter-relationships of plants and animals. One year 

later, Dr. Goethe transplanted this practice to his privately 

owned resort in Lake Tahoe, hiring naturalists to conduct the 

evening lectures and guided nature walks he began. The popu

lar program eventually attracted the attention of Stephen T. 

Mather, the first director of the National Park Service. Mather 

implemented a similar program the following year In Yosemite, 

and the success of his efforts was soon readily apparent with 

guided walks and lectures being carried on In other parks. A 

few park museums followed some years later in Yosemite, Yellow

stone, Grand Canyon, and Mesa Verde. 
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Today interpretation Is big business in the Park System 

with more than three hundred visitor centers and museums. Re

cently, increasing numbers of park visitors have made It ne

cessary to supplement ranger-guided tours with modern methods 

of mass communication, such as motion pictures and similar 

audio-visual aids, publications, and museum displays. 

The director of the Agency's Denver Service Center, William 

C. Everhart, has helped to illuminate the Service's definition 

of interpretation in his informative book. The National Park 

Service. Interpretation Is regarded by the Park Service per

sonnel as a substantial departure from academic teaching or 

traditional education. Writes Mr. Everhart: 

The word Interpretation came 
gradually to replace the word 
education In part no doubt to 
avoid any suggestion that the 
modest appetite for knowledge 
that the average visitor car
ries with him while on vacation 
would be promptly submerged In 
a tide of completely accurate « 
but exquisitely boring facts. 

Interpretation also carries with It the connotation of a trans

lation of subjects and terminology with which most persons are 

unfamiliar, such as geology, botany, and biology. Freeman Tllden, 

In the course of a long, distinguished career with the Park Ser

vice, concluded In his book. Interpreting Our Wildlife Heritage, 

that interpretation is an "educational activity which aims to 

reveal meanings and relationships through the use of original 

objects, by firsthand experience, and by Illustrative media, rather 

9 
than simply to communicate factual Information." 
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This concept of interpretation is an important one to the 

understanding of the objectives and goals of Park Service. 

Interpretation does away with the stiffness of formal instruc

tion. It Is not forced upon the park visitor; It Is there for 

him to make use of or ignore. But If the visitor does take ad

vantage of the interpretative programs offered him, his in

creased awareness of the park environment is likely to make the 

job of protecting and managing the park's resources consider

ably easier for the park staff. Thus, as this author sees It, 

the interpretative programs of the Park Service perform three 

vital functions: 

1. They inform the visitor of the values 

and meanings of our natural and his

torical heritage. 

2. By informing the visitor, these in

terpretive activities broaden the base 

of public awareness of the need to pre

serve our heritage. 

3. Increased public awareness makes the task 

of preservation easier on Park Service 

employees. 
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THE VISITOR CENTER 

As previously mentioned, the interpretive lectures, tours, 

and nature walks implemented by Stephen Mather in the early 1920's 

were soon augmented with park museums. These first museums were 

the forerunners of what the Park Service today calls the park 

visitor center. Though it still retains many of the qualities 

of a museum, the visitor center has also come to occupy a more 

versatile and important role in the development of national parks. 

While historic buildings, lodges, or restaurants are, in many cases, 

larger and more prominent, the visitor center is by far the most 

vital element to Park Service objectives and Ideals. It is the 

official link between the Park Service and the public, and, since 

it is often the visitor's first point of contact with the park. 

It must set the tone of the park experience ahead. The fundamen

tal functions of any national park visitor center can be viewed 

• 

in terms of three basic areas of operation: providing a center 

for interpretive facilities and efforts; providing a center for vi

sitor services; and providing an administrative operations center. 

Interpretation, aS a fundamental park activity, should take 

place, ideally, in many widely separated sectors of the park. As 

noted above. Interpretation must utilize objects In their natural 

settings and firsthand experiences. The nucleus of all interpre

tive efforts, however, should be housed in the Visitor Center. 

Here, the park visitor can obtain an overview of the total park 

and its facilities. Interpretive efforts within the visitor 
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center should present only vignettes of the dispersed interpretive 

areas to be found in their natural settings elsewhere in the park. 

These vignettes serve as stimuli encouraging visitors to explore 

the park in more depth. 

In large or remote parks where visitors with necessarily 

limited travel time may see only a small fraction of the park, the 

central interpretive media within the visitor center are even 

more important. The visitor may, by using the broad overview pre

sented, decide on his own which sectors of the park he would most 

like to visit, and in which areas he would like to spend the most 

time. And he may still leave the park with a broad, general know

ledge of its environment even though he has not actually visited 

al1 sections of it. 

The visitor center should also be the location of the inter

pretive facilities or devices which could not or should not be con

structed in the remote, natural areas of the park. For Instance, 

an interpretive wildlife display in the Yellowstone back-country 

would prove to be not only very difficult to construct, but also 

an excedingly detrimental intrusion on an otherwise spectacular na

tural area of the park. A back-country hiker, however, had he 

previously visited such a m interpretive display at the visitor 

center, would be likely to find his hike more meaningful by be

ing able to identify and have some prior knowledge about the wild

life. Interpretive facilities In the field are, of necessity, 

most often simply constructed with native materials. The visitor 

center is the more logical location for highly sophisticated graphic 
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designs and multi-media audio-visual presentations. 

In addition to serving as a hub of visitor Interpretive ef

forts, the visitor center should also provide various other ser

vices. Obviously tastes vary widely among tourists and travelers 

as to which kinds of outdoor recreational activities are most en

joyable. One man's idea of " roughing it " may differ greatly 

from that of another. Thus, the visitor center is an excellent 

location for the distribution of all kinds of information per

taining to camp facilities, camp capacities, weather conditions, 

trail conditions, and the like. Information of this type helps 

to avoid situations such as a hiker setting out on what he be

lieves will be a leisurely restful outdoor walk, only to find 

that the trail he has selected is a rigorous mountain ascent. 

As the headquarters for most of the park's staff, the visi

tor center should also be a place where Interested tourists may 

ask questions or otherwise broaden their understanding of the 

park by conversing with a ranger or other knowledgable Park Ser

vice employee. There may also be an area where informative pub

lications by the Park Service and by knowledgable private con

cerns are made available for purchase by visitors who want to 

learn more about the park or the surrounding areas. This, however. 

Is the only type of sales activity that this writer has ever ob

served within the visitor centers; other kinds of commercial 

sales are placed elsewhere. Many visitor centers In the National 

Park System have designated areas and highly trained personnel 

set aside for the sole purpose of answering questions that park 
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visitors inevitably come up with. 

The function of a " communications center " for the visitor 

and the staff is a role which some of the more recently constructed 

visitor centers have assumed. In the larger parks where there may 

even be more than one visitor center, this is an important opera

tion which allows emergencies and other unusual situations to be 

dealt with more effectively. 

Administrative activities are also very often based In the 

visitor center. Of the five administrative areas which comprise 

the basic park staff (superintendent, protection and management, 

interpretation, administration, maintenance -- see page 6 ) , four 

of these are usually housed In the visitor center. Only mainten

ance personnel and facilities are normally found elsewhere. Whe

ther a division, as in the large parks, or a single individual, 

as in the smaller parks, the offices and operating centers for 

these basic units are usually placed within the visitor center. 

The National Park Service has formulated some quite spe

cific and carefully considered guidelines to govern the expres

sion of the architectural design of all park structures. The 

visitor center, since it plays such an important role in the park 

experience, has probably given rise to far more discussion and 

controversy than any other type of park building. The debate is 

as old as the Park Service Itself, and has been the subject of 

heated discussion both within and without the Service. As a 

result, the Agency has been forced to constantly re-examine its 

architectural design goals and criteria, and what has arisen is 
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a well-ordered, comprehensive set of objectives and values per

taining to appropriate architectural expression within the parks. 

At the root of these design criteria is the fundamental pre

mise that all design, whether for an information sign or for a 

museum, must compliment the environment in which it is placed. An 

important refinement of this premise Is clarified by William C. 

Everhart in The National Park Service: 

This [complimenting the environment] 
does not mean an attempt to create an 
antique setting by using Old English 
script on a wormy cypress signboard. 
Good designers are not imitating old-
time styles, and while those who cry 
for a return to log-cabin architec
ture are entitled to their opinion, 
the Park Service holds to the philo
sophy that everything that is built 
in the parks should aspire to the 
highest level of design excellence. (p. 7I) 

The visitor center, then, must adhere to this same premise. Of 

the centers currently In existence, those most successful by good 

design standards, speak authentically for the individual park's 

character, but do so quietly and unobtrusively. 

More specifically, the Park Service has listed eight basic 

architectural design criteria: 

1. Each design should be a unique and Individual 

solution In harmony with the park character 

and site, satisfying the building require

ments at the same time. 

2. Each design should grow from the landform 

and, except in special cases, should not 
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dominate the landscape. 

3. Sometimes areas seem to cry for a design 

suggesting traditional or regional style. 

However, to maintain regional or par

ticularly period architecture would re

sult in oddly proportioned boxes covered 

with pseudo-period gimcracks or reason

ably well-proportioned structures stuffed 

with nonfunctioning activities. The best 

attack is not to copy styles but to use 

regional materials and echo forms if pos

sible. 

4. Within a small park or developed area of 

a large park, it is essential that the 

total concept have a consistent design. 

5. The building should have an emotional 

impact, especially on the interior. 

6. Generally, we think in terms of three 

factors of architecture: structure, 

function, and esthetics. There is a 

fourth: space, both interior and ex

terior. It can be static or have a 

sense of order, sequence, and flow. 

The integration of Interior and exterior 

space creates an exciting, moving scene. 

7. Sculptural relief is important In both 
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vertical and horizontal planes, as Is a 

pleasant sense of rhythm and repetition. 

8. Color is one of the greatest single fac

tors in creating a favorable impression, 

second only to location and design. ^̂  
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NOTES — Par t 1 

1 . W i l l i a m C. E v e r h a r t , The Na t iona l Park S e r v i c e , 

Praeger L i b r a r y o f U.S. Government Departments 

and Agenc ies , No. 31 (New York , 1972) pp. 20-22 

2. E v e r h a r t , p. 2 1 . 

3. E v e r h a r t , pp. 31"32. 

4 . E v e r h a r t , pp. 34-37 

5. E v e r h a r t , p. 39. 

6. Documentation of this section from Everhart, Ch. Ill 

7. Everhart, p. 59-

8. Everhart, P. 64 

9. As quoted in Everhart, p. 65 

10. Documentation of this section of Part 1 is based 

on : 
1. Robert E. Koehler, "Our Park Service 

Serves Architecture Well" AIA Journal, 
Jan., 1971. PP- 18-25. 

2. Personal visits and interviews at se-
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lected national park visitor centers 
( See Bibliography). 

11. Koehler, p. 24. 
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NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 

America's national parks display to us all the uniqueness 

of this country's physical and cultural heritage. Each with Its 

own distinctive blend of geography, climatology, history, and bi

ology, the sometimes monumental, sometimes deeply intimate char

acter of these natural jewels has molded the lives of those who 

live nearby and profoundly moved the emotions of those of us who 

merely visit. Guadalupe Mountains National Park Is no exception. 

With its remarkable juxtaposition of desert dryness and mountain 

lushness, It provides a sensory stimulation to be found in few 

other places in this country. A number of natural phenomena oc

curring simultaneously combine to give the park this unique na

tural envlronment. 

Geography - Geology: 

The significant geological history of the Guadalupe Moun

tains begins some 200 million years ago during the Permian Period 

of earth history. It was at this time that the Guadalupes were 

born under an estuary of the Permian Sea which once covered most 

of present day West Texas and southeastern New Mexico. The shore

line of this ancient sea encompassed more than ten thousand square 

miles. 

The relatively shallow waters of the Permian Sea were well-

suited to the survival of many species of lime-excreting algae. 

These tiny organisms established themselves In colonies off the 
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shoreline in the comfortable regions of clear water and strong 

sunlight, and for millions of years thrived and secreted layer 

upon layer of limestone onto the ocean floor. After centuries 

of this accumulation a hundred-foot thick limestone barrier reef 

was formed. Then an unusual phenomenon occurred — the ocean floor 

began to subside while simultaneously the limestone reef con

tinued to grow. This unique set of circumstances eventually pro

duced a gigantic limestone reef nearly two thousand feet thick 

and several hundred miles long, and today the Capitan Barrier Reef 

Is the largest, most extensive fossil reef on earth. 

Successive geological periods and phenomena saw this huge 

reef buried in layers of sedimentary materials and the Permian Sea 

recede, eventually drying up altogether. For millions of years 

the massive reef and countless generations of accumulated fossils 

lay entombed In the earth. Then at a point In time some ten mil

lion years ago, slow, yet no less cataclysmic stirrings deep in 

the earth's crust began to bring about changes which were to pro

duce the Guadalupe Mountains ^s they are today. Internal shifts 

of the crust caused a small segment of the reef to be heaved up

ward some three thousand feet above the surface of the surrounding 

land. Today this exhumed segment of the great Capitan Reef Is 

called the Guadalupe Mountains, and it ranges In elevation from 

eight thousand,seven hundred fifty-one feet at Guadalupe Peak to 

approximately four thousand, four hundred feet at the entrance to 

Carlsbad Caverns some fifty miles to the northeast. 

McKIttrick Canyon, just south of the park's northern boundary 
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on the Texas-New Mexico border cuts a monumental gash across the 

axis of the mountains. In this deep canyon a full-scale cross-

section of the Capitan Barrier Reef is exposed, much to the de

light of many an earth scientist. During the fifteen year period 

in which he lived In McKIttrick Canyon, Mr. Wallace E. Pratt saw 

a steady stream of scientists flock to the area to study this 

unique formation. 

Literally thousands of geologists came 
to McKIttrick Canyon to study the amazing 
section of maripe rocks displayed in its 
2,000 foot walls. These geologists came 
from industrial corporations, from col
leges, and scientific institutions all 
over this country — professional geolo
gists, students, and teachers alike. Not 
uncommonly they arrived in groups of 
100 or more each. And geologists came 
also from foreign lands; as long ago as 
1933 . . . 1 

The geological uniqueness of these formations, along with 

the fact that it is in just such fossil reefs that great stores 

of the world's petroleum are housed, have combined to make this 

area one of prime Interest to geologists all over the world. 

In 1965, Secretary of the Interior , Stewart Udall, ap

pointed a team of experts to determine the mineralogical poten

tials of the areas within park boundaries. The team's report to 

the Secretary indicated that there were no significant deposits of 

minerals in commercial quantities, so the prime land use value for 

2 
the area was established as recreation and interpretation. 
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Flora: 

The Guadalupe Mountains rise abruptly out of the broad flat-

lands that surround them and extend outward, covering some nineteen 

minion acres of the Trans Pecos. These flatlands originate in the 

Mexican state of Chihuahua and it is from their origin that the flat-

lands get their name: the Chihuahuan Desert. There is, of course, 

a scarcity of rainfall; the average annual precipitation total Is 

3 
less than ten inches. But in the midst of this arid land rise the 

Guadalupes and in the remarkably short distance of a very few miles 

the hot, dry desert floor changes into cool, lush mountalntop. And, 

as might be Imagined, this temperature range produces an equally 

wide and varied range of plant and animal life. 

Botanical studies began in West Texas in 1905, when a Depart

ment of Agriculture biological survey was completed. Noted Re

searchist Frederick R. Gehlbach, assistant professor of biology at 

Baylor University, has devoted the bulk of his botanical study to 

the Guadalupe Mountain region. 

The Continental United States has been divided into seven ma

jor life zones by botanists: Canadian, Hudsonlan, Arctic Alpine, 

Transition, Upper Sonoran, and Lower Sonoran. In each of these 

life zones certain native plant species have been selected as in

dicators of the zone. In the Guadalupe Mountains only a few of 

these life zones are well-defined by the indicator plants; in 

most places, most notably the canyons cutting into the escarpment, 

a varied and unusual mixture of plants from differing zones occurs. 

The ecological term for this admixture of species is "continuum", 
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and McKIttrick Canyon is a textbook example. A partial list of 

plant specimens found in the canyon would include the following: 

alligator juniper, agave, sotol, Texas walnut, Texas madrone, creosote 

bush, bigtooth maple, ponderosa pine, and numerous varieties of 

cactus. Another example of a continuum or break with the well-

defined life zone pattern occurs in the highlands surrounding The 

Bowl. On the exposed slopes above The Bowl grow narrowleaf sotol 

and other desert plants In immediate proximity to an area contain

ing a limber pine and Douglas fir forest. These unusual and in

triguing overlaps of plant species make the Guadalupe Mountains 

botanically unique. Early explorers of the region, not being bo

tanists, viewed the plant life more practically. Captain Randolph 

B. Marcy reported: 

The mountains are covered on the western 
side with groves of large pine trees, and 
as this is the only kind of timber fit for 
building in the country. It may someday 
be useful. We have also seen a species 
of cedar with bark resembling that of an 
oak, and very different from any we have 
ever seen before. There are many varieties 
of the cactus and palmettos about these 
mountains, and we have this evening, for 
the first time seen the maguey [agave] 
plant which constitutes almost the only 
vegetable food that the Apaches and the 
Comanches get for a great portion of the 
year. They prepare it by boiling It un
til it is soft, then mash it into a paste, 
and I am told that In this form, it ^ 
makes a very palatable, nutritious food. 

There were other plants also available to man. Grasses, of 

course, furnished forage for livestock. Sotol provided a reason

able substitute for stock during periods when grass and pasture 
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were scarce. Fence posts, fuel, and ranch building materials 

were provided by species of juniper and oak, while various legumes, 

acorns, and berries provided poultry food and wildlife forage. 

There are two unique plants in the Guadalupe Mountains which 

are found nowhere else In the National Park System and in few other 

places throughout the world. One is the huge Faxon yucca which 

reaches, in the Guadalupes, a height of some eighteen feet (Forty-

foot tall specimens have been reported further south). This ma

jestic, needle-leaved variety of yucca is crowned with a white 

flower stalk in April. The second plant species Is the unusual 

Texas madrone. It is frequently encountered in the canyons of the 

park and has a most unusual feature: " when the old bark is off, 

the stock and branches have more the appearance of the limbs of a 

person, both in color and In texture, than of a tree, the exterior 

7 
being a most-beautiful flesh-color," 

Fauna: 

If the varied array of plant life in the park has a rival. It 

Is most certainly the equally varied display of wildlife. In truth, 

the Guadalupe Mountains once harbored an even more abundant store 

of animal life in the days before the Europeans came on the scene. 

The now extinct Merriam Elk once roamed at will over the hills of 

the Guadalupe high country. The American Elk was introduced to the 

region in the 1920's and has since increased from a herd of about 

forty animals to one of more than one hundred. Another bygone ani-
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mal dweller of the Guadalupes was the Mexican bighorn or mountain 

sheep, who, because of his inaccessabi1ity on the high, remote 

slopes, was able to hold his own against hunters until 1935 when 

he mysteriously disappeared. Some old-time ranchers theorize that 

the bighorns had no immunity to common diseases Introduced to the 

region by domestic sheep and goats. Merriam turkey once thrived 

in the canyons, but disappeared soon after the advent of Anglos. 

In 1901, the chief field naturalist for the Department of Agri

culture reported sightings of brown bear on the upper slopes and 

most inaccessible regions. In 195^, the same species was reintro-

o 
duced and has since thrived. 

Even though several species once found in the region are now 

extinct, the park's list of large and small game is still varied and 

impressive. Currently the Guadalupes are the habitat of mule deer, 

ringtail cat, bobcat, coyote, gray fox, kit fox, rock squirrel, 

porcupine, racoon, jackrabbit, and cottontail rabbit. On rare 

occasions in the most inaccessible reaches of the park, there have 
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been reported sightings of mountain lion and black bear. 

Birds, too, abound In the Guadalupe Mountains Park. Sev

eral score of species have been recorded, and in 1968 the Texas 

Ornithological Society planned its spring trip to McKIttrick 

Canyon. While in the canyon the members of this group spotted 

species ranging from the majestic golden eagle to the diminutive 

humming bird. Along with wild turkey are white-throated swifts, 

marsh wrens, western tanagers, grey vireos, swallows, juncos, jays, 

and pygmy nuthatches. 
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McKIttrick Canyon also contains the only trout stream In the 

state of Texas. In 1947, approximately four thousand rainbows were 

released into McKIttrick Canyon's clear, cold stream. Since that 

time the trout population has suffered because of droughts in 

1968 and 1969, but before this time, specimens had been reported up 

to fourteen inches in length. 

Completing the list of wild species in the Guadalupes are the 

reptiles and amphibians. In 1964, the interpretive staff at the 

Carlsbad Caverns National Park in co-operation with Baylor Uni

versity compiled a list of known species which numbered more than 

seventy. The most notable and dangerous reptile is the rattle

snake which frequents the rocky lower canyons of the park. 
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HISTORY 

To trace the impact of man on the Guacjalupe Mountains, 

one must go back In time to an era more than twelve thousand years 

ago. From these ancient beginnings unfolds a dramatic story of 

human history which includes cave dwellers, Spanish conquistadores 

marauding Apaches, gold seekers, cavalrymen, stage drivers, and 

ranchers. The Gqadalupe Mount3ins have been a focus of West 

Texas history since the earliest known Inhabitants of this area 

began to eke out an existence from the rocky slopes, abundant 

caves, and lush highlands. 

Ancient History: 

Archeological investigations of the Guadalupe Mountains have 

been carried out by scientists from all over the world. In 1925, 

the first of these chroniclers, J. Walter "ewkes, came to the 

mountains and began collecting information for the Bureau of 
': 0 
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American Ethnology. As a result of Fewkes'studies it was sub

stantiated that men had existed in the Guadalupes for at least 

six thousand years. In the mid-1940's Mr. Edwin Ferdon was 

able to trace man's existence In the Guadalupes back some thir

teen thousand years. Hermit's Cave, located In the middle course 

of Last Chance Canyon, got its name from the reclusive James 

Picket. When Mr. Ferdon was successful in evicting Picket from 

his dwelling long enough to excavate part of the cave floor, 

some enlightening artifacts were uncovered. A cross-section of 

the cave floor revealed three occupational levels. From the 


